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Abstract

Algorithms for persistent homology and zigzag persistent homology are well-studied for persistence
modules where homomorphisms are induced by inclusion maps.In this paper, we propose a practical
algorithm for computing persistence underZ2 coefficients for a sequence of general simplicial maps and
show how these maps arise naturally in some applications of topological data analysis.

First, we observe that it is not hard to simulate simplicial maps by inclusion maps but not necessarily
in a monotone direction. This, combined with the known algorithms for zigzag persistence, provides an
algorithm for computing the persistence induced by simplicial maps.

Our main result is that the above simple minded approach can be improved for a sequence of simpli-
cial maps given in a monotone direction. A simplicial map canbe decomposed into a set of elementary
inclusions and vertex collapses–two atomic operations that can be supported efficiently with the notion
of simplex annotations for computing persistent homology.A consistent annotation through these atomic
operations implies the maintenance of a consistent cohomology basis, hence a homology basis by dual-
ity. While the idea of maintaining a cohomology basis throughan inclusion is not new, maintaining them
through a vertex collapse is new, which constitutes an important atomic operation for simulating simpli-
cial maps. Annotations support the vertex collapse in addition to the usual inclusion quite naturally.

Finally, we exhibit an application of this new tool in which we approximate the persistence diagram
of a filtration of Rips complexes where vertex collapses are used to tame the blow-up in size.

1 Introduction

Several applications in topological data analysis encounter the following problem: when a simplicial com-
plex K1 is modified to another complexK2, how do the topological features change. If the modification
pertains only to inclusions, that is,K1 ⊆ K2, one can quantify the changes by thepersistent homology
group. This idea of topological persistence originally introduced in [19, 20] hasbeen explored extensively
both algebraically and algorithmically in the past decade, see e.g. [3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 18, 24, 26]. When the
modification is more general than the inclusions, modeled by considering the mapK1 → K2 to be a sim-
plicial map instead of an inclusion map, the status is not the same. In this paper, we present an efficient
algorithm for computing topological persistence for simplicial maps and show itsapplication to a problem
in topological data analysis.

Traditional persistent homology is defined for amonotonesequence of homomorphisms, where all the
mapsKi → Ki+1 are along the same direction. In [8], Carlsson and de Silva introduced thezigzag persis-
tencedefined for a zigzagging sequence of homomorphisms containing maps both of the formKi → Ki+1
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andKi ← Ki+1. They also presented a generic prototype algorithm for computing zigzag persistence in-
duced by general homomorphisms. It requires an explicit representationof the homomorphisms between the
homology groups of two consecutive complexes in a sequence. In particular, if the input is given in terms
of maps between input spaces such as a continuous mapf : Ki → Ki+1, a representation of the induced
homomorphismf∗ : H∗(Ki) → H∗(Ki+1) between the homology groups needs to be computed. Often
this step is costly and, in general, leads toO(n4) algorithm where each input complex hasO(n) simplices.
In contrast, when the mapf is an inclusion, the persistence algorithm computes the persistent homology in
O(n3) time wheren is the total number of simplices inserted.

Using classical algebraic topological concepts such as mapping cylinders, it is not hard to simulate a
simplicial mapf : Ki → Ki+1 by zigzag inclusions through an intermediate complexK̂ built from Ki.
However, the complex̂K, if constructed näıvely, may have a huge size. As detailed in section 2.3, one
can improve upon this naı̈ve construction which converts the input zigzag filtration connected by simplicial
maps to another zigzag filtration connected only by inclusion maps. One can then take advantage of the
efficient algorithms to compute the persistence diagram for an inclusion-induced zigzag filtration [9, 24].

Our main result detailed in Sections 3 and 4 is that when the input filtration is connected by a monotone
(i.e, non-zigzag) sequence of simplicial maps, we can improve further upon the above construction by taking
advantage of annotations introduced recently in [4]. One of the main advantages of this approach is that it
avoids the detour througĥK, and thus requires far fewer operations to move fromKi to Ki+1; see Figure 2.
Furthermore, the main auxiliary structure this new direct approach avails is aset of binary bits (elements of
Z2) attached to simplices which together can be viewed as a single binary matrix. This is in contrast to the
simple-minded coning approach which uses the zigzag persistence algorithm[9] that requires multiple such
matrices.

One key aspect of our annotation based approach is that it lets us simulate thesimplicial maps by a
sequence ofinclusionsandvertex collapsesin monotone directionwithoutzigzag. An annotation is linked
with a cohomology basis which by duality corresponds to a homology basis. Thus, annotations over in-
clusions and vertex collapses allow us to maintain a consistent homology basis indirectly under simplicial
maps and infer the persistent homology. Our handling of inclusions can be seen as an alternative formulation
of the algorithm for computing persistent cohomology proposed in [16]. However, the handling of vertex
collapses (which are neither inclusions nor deletions) in the context of persistence is new, and has not been
addressed previously.

Finally, in Section 6, we show an application where the need for computing persistence under simplicial
maps arises naturally. Our algorithm from Section 4 can be used for this application directly. It is known
that the persistence diagram [12] of Vietoris-Rips (Rips in short) filtrationsprovides avenues for topological
analysis of data [1, 14, 21]. However, the inclusive nature of Rips complexes makes its size too huge to be
taken advantage of in practice. One can consider sparsified versions of Rips complexes [25] or graph induced
complexes [13] by subsampling input points which can be achieved by vertex collapses. Our algorithm
supports vertex collapses and thus naturally yields to maps arising out of such subsampling.

Throughout the paper, simplicial homology and cohomology groups are defined with coefficients inZ2.

2 Preliminaries and simplicial maps

Definition 2.1 Given a finite setV , a simplicial complexK = K(V ) is defined as a collection of subsets
{σ ⊆ V } so thatσ ∈ K implies that any subsetσ′ ⊆ σ is in K. The vertex setV (K) of K is V . The
elements ofK are called its simplices. An elementσ ∈ K is ap-simplex if its cardinality isp+1. A simplex
σ′ is a face ofσ andσ is a coface ofσ′ if σ′ ⊆ σ.

Definition 2.2 LetX be a subset of a simplicial complexK. The setSt X := {σ′ ∈ K | ∃σ ∈ X andσ ⊆ σ′}
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is called the star ofX. The closure ofX, denotedX, is the simplicial complex formed by simplices inX
and all of their faces. The link ofX is Lk X := St X \ St X.

The star ofX consists of the simplices inK that are cofaces of simplices inX. The link ofX consists
of the faces of the simplices in its star which contain no vertex ofX.

2.1 (Co)homology groups

We briefly introduce the notion of homology and cohomology groups here which we use extensively; see
e.g. Hatcher [23] for details. Both groups are defined underZ2 coefficients. Ap-chain cp in a simplicial
complexK is a formal sum ofp-simplices, that is,cp = Σαiσi, αi ∈ {0, 1} andσi ∈ K. The chains under
Z2-additions form an abelian group called thep-chain group ofK and is denotedCp(K). The boundary of
a p-simplexσ, denoted∂pσ, is defined to be the formal sum of its boundary(p − 1)-simplices. We obtain
the boundary homomorphism∂p : Cp → Cp−1 given by∂p(Σαiσi) = Σαi(∂pσi). The kernel of∂p is the
cyclegroupZp ⊆ Cp. The image of∂p is the boundary groupBp−1 ⊆ Cp−1. It can be easily verified that
∂p ◦ ∂p−1 = 0 which makes the quotient groupHp(K) = Zp(K)/Bp(K), known as thepth homology
group, well defined.

Cohomology groups are defined by cochains, cocycles, and coboundaries that are, in a sense, functional
duals to the chains, cycles, and boundaries respectively. Ap-cochain is a homomorphismcp : Cp(K) → Z2

and thus can be completely specified by its value on eachp-simplex. Thep-cochain groupCp(K) is the
group of all cochains underZ2-additions. The coboundary operatorδp : Cp → Cp+1 sendsp-cochains to
(p + 1)-cochains by evaluatingδpc

p on each chaindp+1 ∈ Cp+1 ascp(∂p+1dp+1). The kernel ofδp is the
cocycle groupZp(K) and its image is the coboundary groupBp+1(K). Sinceδp ◦ δp+1 = 0, we have the
quotient groupZp(K)/Bp(K) well defined which is called the cohomology groupHp(K).

2.2 Simplicial maps

Definition 2.3 A mapf : K → K ′ is simplicial if for every simplexσ = {v0, v1, . . . , vk} in K, f(σ) =
{f(v0), f(v1), . . . , f(vk)} is a simplex inK ′. The restrictionfV of f to V (K) is a vertex map.

A simplicial mapf : K1 → K2 induces a homomorphismHp(K1)
f∗
→ Hp(K2) for the homology

groups in the forward direction while a homomorphismHp(K1)
f∗

← Hp(K2) for the cohomology groups in
the backward direction. The latter sends a cohomology class[c] in Hp(K2) to the cohomology class[c′] in
Hp(K1) wherec′(cp) = c(f(cp)) for eachcp ∈ Cp(K1).

Definition 2.4 A simplicial mapf : K → K ′ is calledelementaryif it is of one of the following two types:

• f is injective, andK ′ has at most one more simplex thanK. In this case,f is called anelementary
inclusion.

• f is not injective but is surjective, and the vertex mapfV is injective everywhere except on a pair
{u, v} ⊆ V (K). In this case,f is called anelementary collapse. An elementary collapse maps a pair
of vertices into a single vertex, and is injective on every other vertex.

We observe that any simplicial map is a composition of elementary simplicial maps (see Appendix A).

Proposition 2.5 If f : K → K ′ is a simplicial map, then there are elementary simplicial mapsfi

K
f1
→ K1

f2
→ K2 · · ·

fn
→ Kn = K ′ so thatf = fn ◦ fn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1.
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In view of Proposition 2.5, it is sufficient to show how one can design the persistence algorithm for an
elementary simplicial map. At this point, we make a change in the definition 2.4 of elementary simplicial
maps that eases further discussions. We letfV to be identity (which is an injective map) everywhere except
possibly on a pair of vertices{u, v} ⊆ V (K) for which fV maps to a single vertex, sayu in K ′. This
change can be implemented by renaming the vertices inK ′ that are mapped onto injectively. Since the
standard persistence algorithm handles inclusions, we focus mainly on handling the elementary collapses.

2.3 Simulation with coning

First, we propose a simulation of simplicial maps with a coning strategy that only requires additions of
simplices. We focus on elementary collapses. Letf : K → K ′ be an elementary collapse. Assume that

x

v

u

y

x

y

u

(u, v) → u

K K ′

K̂

x

v

u

y

w

w

w

Figure 1: Elementary collapse(u, v) → u: the coneu ∗ St v adds edges{u, w}, {u, v}, {u, x}, triangles
{u, w, x}, {u, v, x}, {u, v, w}, and the tetrahedron{u, v, w, x}.

the induced vertex map collapses verticesu, v ∈ K to u ∈ K ′, and is identity on other vertices. For a
subcomplexX ⊆ K, define the coneu ∗X to be the complex{σ ∪ {u} |σ ∈ X}. Consider the augmented
complex

K̂ := K ∪
(
u ∗ St v

)
.

In other words, for every simplex{u0, . . . , ud} ∈ St v of K, we add the simplex{u0, . . . , ud} ∪ {u} to K̂
if it is not already in. See Figure 1. Notice thatK ′ is a subcomplex of̂K in this example which we observe
is true in general.

Claim 2.6 K ′ ⊆ K̂.

Proof: For a simplexσ ∈ K ′ that does not containu, f is identity on its unique pre-image; that is,σ ∈ K ⊆
K̂. Now consider ad-simplexσ = {u, u1, . . . , ud} ∈ K ′. Sincef is surjective, there exists at least one
pre-image ofσ in K of the formσ′ = {u0, u1, . . . , ud}, whereu0 is eitheru or v. If it is u0 = u, we have
f(σ′) = σ′ = σ and thusσ ∈ K ⊆ K̂. So, assume thatu0 = v. This means that the simplex{u1, . . . , ud}
is in Lk v (and thus inSt v), implying thatσ = {u, u1, . . . , ud} ∈ K̂.

K K′

K̂

i′

f

i

Now consider the canonical inclusionsi : K →֒ K̂ and i′ : K ′ →֒ K̂. These
inclusions constitute the diagram on the righthand side which does not necessarily com-
mute. Nevertheless, it commutes at the homology level which is precisely stated be-
low.
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H∗(K1)
f1∗ //

=

²²

H∗(K2)
= //

≃

²²

H∗(K2)
= //

=

²²

H∗(K2) oo f2∗

≃

²²

H∗(K3)
f3∗ //

=

²²

. . . . . . // H∗(Km)

=

²²
H∗(K1)

i1∗ // H∗(K̂1)
≃ // H∗(K2)

≃ // H∗(K̂3) oo i2∗
H∗(K3)

i3∗ // . . . . . . // H∗(Km)

Proposition 2.7 f∗ : H∗(K) → H∗(K
′) is equal to(i′∗)

−1 ◦ i∗ wherei′∗ is an isomorphism andH∗(K)
i∗→

H∗(K̂)
i′∗← H∗(K

′).

Proof: We use the notion of contiguous maps which induces equal maps at the homology level. Two maps
f1 : K1 → K2, f2 : K1 → K2 are contiguous if for every simplexσ ∈ K1, f1(σ) ∪ f2(σ) is a simplex in
K2. We observe that the simplicial mapsi′ ◦ f andi are contiguous andi′ induces an isomorphism at the
homology level, that is,i′∗ : H∗(K) → H∗(K̂) is an isomorphism.

Sincei is contiguous toi′ ◦ f (Proposition A.1 in appendix), we havei∗ = (i′ ◦ f)∗ = i′∗ ◦ f∗. Sincei′∗
is an isomorphism (Proposition A.2 in appendix),(i′∗)

−1 exists and is an isomorphism. It then follows that
f∗ = (i′∗)

−1 ◦ i∗.

Proposition 2.7 allows us to simulate the persistence of a sequence of simplicial maps with only inclusion-
induced homomorphisms. Consider the following sequence of simplicial complexes connected with a zigzag
sequence of simplicial maps (the arrows could be oriented differently in general):

K1
f1
→ K2

f2
← K3

f3
→ · · · → Kn

which generates the module at the homology level by induced homomorphismsfi∗

F : H∗(K1)
f1∗→ H∗(K2)

f2∗← H∗(K3)
f3∗→ · · · → H∗(Kn)

When the mapsfi are all inclusions, it is known that the zigzag persistence induced by them can be computed
in matrix multiplication time by a recent algorithm of [24]. This algorithm does not extend to simplicial maps
as per se though we know that a persistence module induced by simplicial mapsadmits a decomposition [26]
and hence a persistence diagram [12]. With our observation that everysimplicial map can be simulated
with inclusion maps, we can take advantage of the algorithm of [24] for computing zigzag persistence for
simplicial maps. In view of Proposition 2.7, consider the following sequence connected only with inclusions:

K1 →֒ K̂1 ←֓ K2 →֒ K̂3 ←֓ K3 →֒ · · · ←֓ Kn

At the homology level we haveH∗(K̂i)≃H∗(Ki+1) induced by the inclusion̂Ki ←֓ Ki+1 and also
H∗(Ki)≃H∗(K̂i+1) induced by the inclusionKi →֒ K̂i+1. Thus, we have the following persistence mod-
ule:

M : H∗(K1)
i∗→ H∗(K̂1)

≃ H∗(K2)

≃ H∗(K̂3)
i∗← H∗(K3)

i∗→ · · ·
i∗← H∗(Kn)

Theorem 2.8 The persistence diagram ofF can be derived from the that of the moduleM.

Proof: Consider the diagram between vector spaces as shown above. All isomorphisms are induced by
inclusions, hence every square being supported only by isomorphisms commutes. The other squares sup-
ported byfi∗ also commute because of Proposition 2.7. Hence every square in this diagram commutes, and
the claim follows [8, 18].
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3 Annotations

When we are given anon-zigzagsequence of simplicial mapsK1
f1
→ K2

f2
→ K3 · · ·

fn
→ Kn we can improve

upon the coning approach by reducing simplex insertions as illustrated in Figure 2. Consider the mapfij :
Ki → Kj wherefij = fj−1 ◦ · · · ◦ fi+1 ◦ fi. To compute the persistent homology, the persistence algorithm
essentially maintains a consistent basis by computing the imagefij∗(Bi) of a basisBi of H∗(Ki). As one
moves through a map in the filtration, the homology basis elements get created (birth) or can be interpreted to
be destroyed (death). The notion of this birth and death of the homology basis elements can be formulated
precisely with algebra [26] and can be summarized with persistence diagrams[12]. Here, instead of a
consistent homology basis, we maintain a consistent cohomology basis, that is, if Bi is a cohomology basis

of H∗(Ki) maintained by the algorithm, we compute the preimagef∗−1
ij (Bi) whereH∗(Ki)

f∗
ij
← H∗(Kj)

is the homomorphism induced in the cohomology groups byfij . By duality, this implicitly maintains a
consistent homology basis and thus captures all information about persistent homology as well [16].

Our main tool to maintain a consistent cohomology basis is the notion of annotation [4] which are binary
vectors assigned to simplices. We maintain the annotations as we go forward through the given sequence,
and thus maintain a cohomology basis in the reverse direction whose birth and death coincide with the death
and birth respectively of a consistent homology basis.

Definition 3.1 Given a simplicial complexK, LetK(p) denote the set ofp-simplices inK. An annotation
for K(p) is an assignmenta : K(p) → Z

g
2 of a binary vectoraσ = a(σ) of same lengthg for eachp-simplex

σ ∈ K. Entries ofaσ are called its elements. We also have an induced annotation for anyp-chaincp given
byacp = Σσ∈cpaσ.

Definition 3.2 An annotationa : K(p) → Z
g
2 is valid if conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied:

1. g = rankHp(K), and

2. twop-cyclesz1 andz2 haveaz1
= az2

iff their homology classes are identical, i.e.[z1] = [z2].

Proposition 3.3 Statements 1 and 2 are equivalent:

1. An annotationa : K(p) → Z
g
2 is valid

2. The cochains{φi}i=1,··· ,g given byφi(σ) = aσ[i] for all σ ∈ K(p) are cocycles whose cohomology
classes{[φi]}, i = 1, . . . , g constitute a basis ofHp(K).

Proof: 1 → 2: The cochainsφi are cocycles since for any(p+1)-simplexτ ∈ K(p+1) one has[∂τ ] = [0]
and henceδpφi(τ) = φi(∂τ) = φi(0) = 0, whereδp is the co-boundary operator forp-dimensional co-
chains. Let[z1], [z2], · · · , [zg] be a basis ofHp(K). Let V be the vector space generated by[φi], i =
1, · · · , g. Define a bilinear formα : V × Hp(K) → Z2 by α([φi], [zj ]) = φi(zj). The matrix[φi(zj)]ij has
full rank due to the condition 2 in the definition of annotation. This means the vector spacesV andHp(K)
have the same rank and hence are isomorphic. It follows thatV ≃Hp(K).

2 → 1: For this direction, consider a basis[z1], [z2], · · · , [zg] of Hp(K). By universal coefficient
theorem we have an isomorphismHp(K)≃Hom(Hp(K), Z2) which sends a cocycle class[φi] to the ho-
momorphism[zj ] 7→ φi(zj). This means that the matrix[φi(zj)]ij has full rank and hence the vectors
[φ1(zj), . . . , φg(zj)] and[φ1(zk), . . . , φg(zk)] are identical if and only if[zi] = [zk]. The claim can be ex-
tended to any homology class since it can be expressed as a linear combination of the basis elements.
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In light of the above result, an annotation is simply one way to represent a cohomology basis. However,
by representing the corresponding basis as an explicit vector associated with each simplex, it localizes the
basis to each simplex. As a result, we can update the cohomology basis locally by changing the annota-
tions locally (see Proposition 4.4). This point of view also helps to reveal how we can process elementary
collapses, which are neither inclusions nor deletions, by transferring annotations (see Proposition 4.5).

u v

w

t

K K̂

vu

u

K
′

Figure 2: Annotation vs. coning: The pair(u, v) is collapsed tou in K to produceK ′ (middle column).
The2-simplices are the shaded triangles alone. Annotation requires inserting (implicitly) the single triangle
as shown on the left whereas coning requires inserting many more simplices as shown by shaded triangles
on the right. Specifically, the coning approach requires inserting all simplices in the coneu ∗ St v formed
by u and all simplices in the closure of the star ofv.

4 Algorithm

Consider the persistence moduleM induced by elementary simplicial mapsfi : Ki → Ki+1.

M : H∗(K1)
f1∗→ H∗(K2)

f2∗→ H∗(K3) · · ·
fn∗→ H∗(Kn)

Instead of tracking a consistent homology basis for the moduleM, we track a cohomology basis in the dual
moduleM∗ where the homomorphisms are in reverse direction:

M∗ : H∗(K1)
f∗
1← H∗(K2)

f∗
2← H∗(K3) · · ·

f∗
n← H∗(Kn)

As we move from left to right in the above sequence, the annotations implicitly maintain a cohomology
basis whose elements are alsotime stampedto signify when a basis element is born or dies. We should
keep in mind that thebirth anddeathof a cohomology basis element coincides with thedeathandbirth of
a homology basis element because the two modules run in opposite directions.

4.1 Elementary inclusion

The handling of elementary inclusions using annotations can be viewed as analternative formulation of the
algorithm proposed in [16]; see also [17]. We describe it in terms of the annotation here because it is also
used in an elementary collapse, a new atomic operation that we need to address. Consider an elementary in-
clusionKi →֒ Ki+1. Assume thatKi has a valid annotation. We describe how we obtain a valid annotation
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0000
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0 1
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1 1 1 1

00

0000
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01

0000

u v

00 10

0

00

u v

0 1

(a) Case(i) (b) Case(ii)

Figure 3: Case(i) of inclusion: the boundary∂uv = u + v of the edgeuv has annotation1 + 1 = 0. After
its addition, every edge gains an element in its annotation which is0 for all except the edgeuv. Case (ii) of
inclusion: the boundary of the top triangle has annotation01. It is added to the annotation ofuv which is
the only edge having the second element1. Consequently the second element is zeroed out for every edge,
and is deleted.

for Ki+1 from that ofKi after inserting thep-simplexσ = Ki+1 \ Ki. We compute the annotationa∂σ for
the boundary∂σ in Ki and take actions as follows. A formal justification is provided in Section 5.

Case (i): Ifa∂σ is a zero vector, the class[∂σ] is trivial in Hp−1(Ki). This meansσ creates ap-cycle in
Ki+1 and by duality ap-cocycle is killed while going left fromKi+1 to Ki. In this case we augment the
annotations for allp-simplices by one element with a time stampi+1, that is, an annotation[b1, b2, · · · , bg]
for ap-simplexτ is updated to[b1, b2, · · · , bg, bg+1] with the last element time stampedi+1 wherebg+1 = 0
for τ 6= σ andbg+1 = 1 for τ = σ. The elementbi of aσ is set to zero for1 ≤ i ≤ g. Other annotations for
other simplices remain unchanged. See Figure 3(a).

Case (ii): Ifa∂σ is not a zero vector, the class of the(p− 1)-cycle∂σ is nontrivial inHp−1(Ki). Therefore,
σ kills the class of this cycle and a corresponding dual class of cocycles is born in the reverse direction.
We simulate it by forcinga∂σ to be zero which affects other annotations as well. Leti1, i2, · · · , ik = u be
the set of indices in non-decreasing order so thatbi1 , bi2 , · · · , bik = bu are all of the nonzero elements in
a∂σ = [b1, b2, · · · , bu, · · · , bg]. The cocycleφ = φi1 +φi2 + · · ·+(φik = φu) should become a coboundary
after the addition ofσ, which renders

φu = φi1 + φi2 + · · · + φik−1
.

We make the latest cocycleφu to be dependent on others. In other words, the cocycle class[φ] which is
born at the timei + 1 is chosen to be killed at time whenbu was introduced. This pairing matches that
of the standard persistence algorithm where the youngest basis element isalways paired first. We add the
vectora∂σ to all annotations of(p − 1)-simplices whoseuth element is nonzero. This zeroes out theuth
element of all annotations of(p − 1)-simplices. We simply delete this element from all such annotations.
See Figure 3(b).

Notice that determining if we have case (i) or (ii) can be done easily inO(pg) time by checking the
annotation of∂σ. Indeed, this is achieved because the annotation already localizes the co-homology basis
to each individual simplex.

4.2 Elementary collapse

The case for handling collapse is more interesting. It has three distinct steps, (i) elementary inclusions to
satisfy the so called link condition, (ii) local annotation transfer to prepare for the collapse, and (iii) collapse
of the simplices with updated annotations. We explain each of these steps now.
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The elementary inclusions that may precede the final collapse are motivated by a result that connects

collapses with the change in (co)homology. Consider an elementary collapseKi
fi→ Ki+1 where the ver-

tex pair(u, v) collapses tou. The following link condition, introduced in [15] and later used to preserve
homotopy [1], becomes relevant.

Definition 4.1 A vertex pair(u, v) in a simplicial complexKi satisfies thelink conditionif the edge{u, v} ∈
Ki, andLk u∩Lk v = Lk {u, v}. An elementary collapsefi : Ki → Ki+1 satisfies the link condition if the
vertex pair on whichfi is not injective satisfies the link condition.

11
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00

0000

00

u v001

100
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000

000

000000

000

u v 110

100
010

000
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000000
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u v
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0011
10

0000

u00

1010

00

00

0000

11

u v11

1001

00

00

0000

00

u v

w w w

Figure 4: Annotation updates for elementary collapse: inclusion of a triangleto satisfy the link condition
(upper row), annotation transfer and actual collapse (lower row); annotation11 of the vanishing edgeuv is
added to all edges (cofaces) adjoiningu.

Proposition 4.2 [1] If an elementary collapsefi : Ki → Ki+1 satisfies the link condition, then the
underlying spaces|Ki| and |Ki+1| remain homotopy equivalent and hence the induced homomorphisms
fi∗ : H∗(Ki) → H∗(Ki+1) andf∗

i : H∗(Ki) ← H∗(Ki+1) are isomorphisms.

Ki Ki+1

K̂i

f ′
i

fi

j

If an elementary collapse satisfies the link condition, we can perform the col-
lapse knowing that the (co)homology does not change. Otherwise, we know that the
(co)homology is affected by the collapse and it should be reflected in our updates for
annotations. The diagram at the left provides a precise means to carry out the change
in (co)homology. LetS be the set of simplices in non-decreasing order of dimensions,
whose absence fromKi makes(u, v) violate the link condition. For each such simplex

σ ∈ S, we modify the annotations of every simplex which we would have done ifσ were to be inserted.
Thereafter, we carry out the rest of the elementary collapse. In essence, implicitly, we obtain an intermediate
complexK̂i = Ki ∪S where the diagram on the left commutes. Here,f ′

i is induced by the same vertex map
that inducesfi, andj is an inclusion. This means that the persistence offi is identical to that off ′

i ◦ j which
justifies our action of elementary inclusions followed by the actual collapses.

We remark that this is the only place where we may insert implicitly a simplexσ in the current approach.
The number of suchσ is usually much smaller than the number of simplices in the coneu ∗ St v that we
would need to insert for the algorithm using coning.

Next, we transfer annotations in̂Ki. This step locally changes the annotations for simplices containing
the verticesu and/orv. The following definition facilitates the description.

9



Definition 4.3 For an elementary collapsefi : Ki → Ki+1, a simplexσ ∈ Ki is called vanishingif
the cardinality offi(σ) is one less than that ofσ. Two simplicesσ and σ′ are calledmirror pairs if one
containsu and the otherv, and share rest of the vertices. In Figure 4(lower row), the vanishingsimplices
are{{u, v}, {u, v, w}} and the mirror pairs are{{u}, {v}}, {{u, w}, {v, w}}.

In an elementary collapse that sends(u, v) to u, all vanishing simplices need to be deleted, and all
simplices containingv need to be pulled to the vertexu (which are their mirror partners). We update the
annotations in such a way that the annotations of all vanishing simplices becomezero, and those of each
pair of mirror simplices become the same. Once this is achieved, the collapse is implemented by simply
deleting the vanishing simplices and replacingv with u in all simplices containingv without changing their
annotations. The following proposition provides the justification behind the specific update operators that
we perform.

Proposition 4.4 LetK be a simplicial complex anda : K(p) → Z
g
2 be a valid annotation. Letσ ∈ K(p) be

anyp-simplex andτ any of its(p−1)-faces. Addingaσ to the annotation of all cofaces ofτ of codimension1
produces a valid annotation forK(p). Furthermore, the cohomology basis corresponding to the annotations
remains unchanged by this modification.

Proof: Let {[φ1], . . . , [φg]} be a cohomology basis ofHp(K) corresponding toa : K(p) → Z
g
2 as stated in

Proposition 3.3. LetT be the set of cofaces ofτ of codimension1 and

φ′
i(σ

′) =

{
φi(σ

′) if σ′ ∈ K(p) \ T
φi(σ

′) + φi(σ) if σ′ ∈ T

By construction,φ′
i is the cochain that corresponds to the new annotation obtained by addingaσ to that

of the simplices inT . We prove thatφ′
i is a cocycle in the class[φi]. Therefore,{[φ′

1], . . . , [φ
′
g]} is a

cohomology basis ofHp(K). The new annotation is valid by Proposition 3.3 and the cohomology bases
remain unchanged.

If φi(σ) = 0, we haveφ′
i = φi and thus[φ′

i] = [φi] trivially. So, assume thatφi(σ) = 1. In this case
φ′

i = 1 + φi onT and equalsφi everywhere else. Consider the(p − 1)-cochainφ defined byφ(τ) = 1 and
φ(τ ′) = 0 for everyτ ′ ∈ Kp−1 \ τ . Then the coboundaryδφ is ap-cochain that is1 for every simplex inT
and0 on otherp-simplices. We can writeφ′

i = φi + δφ. It follows that[φ′
i] = [φi].

Consider an elementary collapsefi : Ki → Ki+1 that sends(u, v) to u. We update the annotations
in Ki as follows. First, note that the vanishing simplices are exactly those simplices containing the edge
{u, v}. For everyp-simplex containing{u, v}, i.e., a vanishing simplex, exactly two among its(p−1)-faces
are mirror simplices, and all other remaining(p − 1)-faces are vanishing simplices. Letσ be a vanishing
p-simplex andτ be its(p − 1)-face that is a mirror simplex containingu. We addaσ to the annotations of
all cofaces ofτ of codimension1 includingσ. We call this anannotation transferfor σ. By Proposition
4.4, the new annotation generated by this process corresponds to the old cohomology basis forKi. This new
annotation hasaσ as zero sinceaσ + aσ = 0. See the the lower row of Figure 4.

We perform the above operation for each vanishing simplex. It turns outthat by using the relations of
vanishing simplices and mirror simplices, each mirror simplex eventually acquiresan identical annotation
to that of its partner. Specifically, we have the following observation.

Proposition 4.5 After all possible annotation transfers involved in a collapse, (i) each vanishing simplex
has a zero annotation; and (ii) each mirror simplexτ has the same annotation as its mirror partner simplex
τ ′.

10



Proof: Our algorithm performs an annotation transfer for every vanishing simplex. Furthermore, the an-
notation transfer for a vanishing simplexσ does not affect the annotation of any other vanishing simplex.
Hence, the annotation of each vanishing simplexσ is updated exactly once after which it becomes zero and
remains so throughout the rest of the annotation transfers for other vanishing simplices. This proves claim
(i).

For claim (ii), consider a pair of(p − 1)-dimensional mirror simplicesτ = {u, u2, . . . , up} andτ ′ =
{v, u2, . . . , up}. Since(u, v) satisfies the link condition, it is necessary that thep-simplexα = {u, v, u2, . . . , up}
must exist inK̂i. Thus, we have thata∂α = 0. On the other hand, other thanτ andτ ′, any(p − 1)-face of
α is a vanishing simplex, and by Claim (i), in the end, has zero annotation. Therefore, after all annotation
transfers,a∂α = aτ + aτ ′ = 0, implying thataτ = aτ ′ .

Subsequent to the annotation transfer, the annotation ofK̂i fits for actual collapse since each pair of
mirror simplices which are collapsed to a single simplex get the identical annotationand the vanishing
simplex acquires the zero annotation. Furthermore, Proposition 4.4 tells us that the cohomology basis does
not change by annotation transfer which aligns with the fact thatf ′∗

i : H∗(K̂i) ← H∗(Ki+1) is indeed an
isomorphism. Accordingly, no time stamp changes after the annotation transferand the actual collapse. The
next section presents formal statements justifying the algorithm for annotationupdates.

5 Justification

In this section we justify the algorithm for annotation updates. Generically assumef : K → K ′ is an

elementary map inducing a homomorphismHp(K)
f∗

← Hp(K ′) in M∗ whereK = Ki andK ′ = Ki+1

for somei ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let {φ′
i} be the cochains corresponding to the annotations computed forK ′

given a valid annotation{φi} for K. First, we show that the computed annotations remain valid (proof in
Appendix B), that is,{φ′

i} indeed forms a cohomology basis forHp(K ′). Then, we show in Propositions 5.2
and 5.3 how the cohomology bases{[φ′

i]} and {[φi]} for K ′ and K respectively correspond under the
homomorphismf∗. The time stamps used by the algorithm concur with this correspondence.

Proposition 5.1 Let{[φi]} be the cohomology basis forHp(K) given by a valid annotation forK and{φ′
i}

be the cochains corresponding to the annotation computed forK ′ by the update algorithm. Then,{[φ′
i]} is

a cohomology basis forHp(K ′).

First, we focus on whenf is an elementary inclusion. Iff is an elementary inclusion, it is known that in
the persistence module,f∗ is either injective in which case a new class is born, or surjective in which case a
class is killed. In the dual module with cohomology,f∗ switches the role, that is,f∗ is surjective whenf∗ is
injective and vice versa.

Proposition 5.2 Letσ := K ′ \ K be ap-simplex inserted for inclusionf : K → K ′.

i. f∗ is injective (f∗ is surjective): Let[φ1], . . . , [φg] be a basis ofHp(K) given by a valid annotation.
Let φ′

1, . . . , φ
′
g+1 be the cochains that correspond to the annotation computed forK ′ by the update

algorithm. Then,[φi] = f∗([φ′
i]) for i = 1, . . . , g and f∗([φ′

g+1]) = 0. Cohomology bases for
dimensions other thanp remain unchanged.

ii. f∗ is surjective (f∗ is injective): Let{[φ1], . . . , [φg]} be a basis forHp−1 given by a valid annotation.
Let φ′

1, . . . , φ
′
g−1 be the cochains that correspond to the annotation computed forK ′ by the update

algorithm which deletes theuth element. Then, for1 ≤ i < u, [φi] = f∗([φ′
i]) and for i ≥ u,

[φi+1] = f∗([φ′
i]). Cohomology bases for dimensions other thanp − 1 remain unchanged.
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Proof: We provide the proof for (i) here and defer the proof of (ii) to the appendix. Recall thatσ =
K ′ \ K is ap-simplex inserted for inclusion. We observe that whenf is an inclusion, we havef#(z) = z
for any cyclez in K wheref# denotes the chain map induced byf .

Consider the case for (i). In this case,σ creates a newp-cycle and no otherk-cycle for k 6= p. The
annotations fork-simplices fork 6= p are not changed. Therefore, a basis forHk(K) for k 6= p remains so
in Hk(K ′). So, we can focus only on the casek = p. The algorithm updates the annotations ofp-simplices
in K by appending a0 ∈ Z2 for everyone except the simplexσ which gets a1 ∈ Z2. The definition of the

homomorphismHp(K)
f∗

← Hp(K ′) provides that, for everyi ∈ {1, . . . , g}, there is a cocycleφ defined by
the homomorphismz 7→ φ′

i(f#(z)) wheref∗([φ′
i]) = [φ]. If [z1], . . . , [zg] is a basis of the homology group

Hp(K), the class[φ] is uniquely determined by the vector[φ(z1), . . . , φ(zg)]. We have

[φ(z1), . . . , φ(zg)] = [φ′
i(f#(z1), . . . , φ

′
i(f#(zg))]

= [φ′
i(z1), . . . , φ

′
i(zg)]

= [φi(z1), . . . , φi(zg)].

The last equality follows from the fact thatφ′
i(zj) = φi(zj) because theith element in the annotation for

p-simplices remains the same for1 ≤ i ≤ g. Sinceφ andφi evaluate the basis[z1], . . . , [zg] the same, we
have[φ] = [φi], that is,f∗([φ′

i]) = [φi] as we are required to prove. Following the same argument we see
that [φ′

g+1(f#(z1), . . . , φ
′
g+1(f#(zg))] = [0, . . . , 0] since the cycleszi for i = 1, . . . , g do not include the

simplexσ and thus have the element0 in the(g +1)-th position of the annotation for every simplex in them.
Clearly,f∗([φ′

g+1]) = 0.

Similar to the case above, one can prove for case (ii) (see Appendix B) that

[φ(z1), . . . , φ(zg)] = [φi(z1), . . . , φi(zg)]

giving f∗([φ′
i]) = [φ] = [φi] for i = {1, . . . , u−1}. The case fori ∈ {u+1, . . . , g} can be proved similarly.

The only caveat is that theuth element is zeroed out in annotation, so there is a left shift of the elements
lying to the right of theuth element in the annotation which accounts for the assertionf∗([φ′

i]) = [φi+1].

Next, we consider the case whenf = fi is an elementary collapse. Recall that we implement such a
collapse as a composition of elementary inclusionsj and a vertex collapsef ′ wheref = f ′ ◦j. This induces

the following sequenceH∗(K)
j∗
← H∗(K̂)

f ′∗

← H∗(K ′). Since we have already argued about inclusions, we
only need to show that the annotation updates reflect the mapf ′∗.

Proposition 5.3 Let [φ1], . . . , [φg] be a basis ofHp(K̂) given by a valid annotation. Letφ′
1, . . . , φ

′
g be the

cochains that correspond to the annotation computed forK ′ by the update algorithm. Then,[φi] = f ′∗([φ′
i])

for i = 1, . . . , g.

Proof: First, recall thatf ′
∗ and hencef ′∗ is an isomorphism due to Proposition 4.2 as the vertex pair(u, v)

satisfies the link condition in̂K. Let [z1], . . . , [zg] be a basis inH∗(K̂). As before, letφ be a cocycle
defined by the homomorphismz 7→ φ′

i(f
′
#(z)) wheref ′∗([φ′

i]) = [φ]. We have[φ(z1), . . . , φ(zg)] =

[φ′
i(f

′
#(z1)), . . . , φ

′
i(f

′
#(zg))]. Recall that we first carry out an annotation transfer inK̂ to match the anno-

tations for the mirror simplices and to zero out the annotations for the vanishing simplices. This update does
not change the cohomology classes thanks to Proposition 4.4. So, we focus on the update due to the vertex
collapse. Every pair of mirror simplices carries their annotation into the collapsed simplex, and vanishing
simplices lose their zero annotations as they disappear. In effect, we haveφ′

i(f
′
#(zj)) = φi(zj), giving us

that[φ(z1), . . . , φ(zg)] = [φi(z1), . . . , φi(zg)]. Therefore,f ′∗([φ′
i]) = [φ] = [φi] for i = 1, . . . , g.
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6 Application to topological data analysis

In topological data analysis, several applications and approaches useRips complex filtration [1, 14, 25].
The computation of the persistence diagram or its approximation for a Rips filtration appears to be a key
step in these applications. However, the size of this filtration becomes a bottleneck because of the inclusive
nature of Rips complexes. A natural way to handle this problem is to successively subsample the input
data and build a filtration on top of them. We show how one can apply our resultsfrom previous sections
to approximate the persistence diagrams of a Rips filtration from such a sparser filtration. Given a set of
pointsV ⊂ R

d (Similar to [25], results in this section can be extended to any metric space with doubling
dimensiond.), letRr(V ) denote the Rips complex on the point setV with parameterr. That is, ak-simplex
σ = {u0, . . . , uk} ⊆ V is in Rr(V ) if and only if ‖ui − uj‖ ≤ r for any i, j ∈ [0, k]. We present an
algorithm to approximate the persistence diagram for the following Rips filtration. The parametersα > 0
and0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 are assumed to be preselected.

Rα(V ) →֒ R(1+ε)α(V ) · · · →֒ R(1+ε)mα(V ). (1)

The number ofk-simplices in a Rips complex withn vertices can beΘ(nk+1). This makes computing
the persistent homology of the above filtration costly. In [25], Sheehy proposed to approximate the persis-
tence diagram of the above filtration by another Rips filtration where each simplicial complex involved has
size only linear inn. This approach allows vertices to be collapsed (deleted) with a weighting scheme when
the parameterr for the Rips complex becomes large, which helps to keep the size of the simplicialcomplex
at each stage small.

In this section, we provide an alternative approach to approximate the persistence diagram of the fil-
tration given in (1). We achieve sparsification by subsampling as in [25], but our persistence algorithm for
simplicial maps allows us to handle the sequence of complexes induced by the clustering / collapsing of
vertices directly instead of an additional weighting scheme. We consider two sparsification schemes, one
produces a sequence of sparsified Rips complexes, and the other produces a sequence of graph induced com-
plexes (GICs) which have been shown to be even sparser in practice [13]. Asymptotically, both sequences
have sizes linear in number of vertices.

6.1 Persistence diagram approximation by sparsified Rips complex

Given a set of pointsV , we say thatV ′ ⊆ V is aδ-netof V if (i) for any point v ∈ V , there exists a point
v′ ∈ V such that‖v − v′‖ ≤ δ; and (ii) no two points inV ′ are withinδ distance. Aδ-netV ′ can be easily
constructed by a standard greedy approach by taking furthest points iteratively or by more sophisticated and
efficient methods as in [10, 22]).

Now setV0 := V . We first construct a sequence of point setsVk, k = 0, 1, . . . , m, such thatVk+1 is a
αε2

2 (1+ε)k−1-net ofVk. Consider the following vertex mapsπk : Vk → Vk+1, for k ∈ [0, m−1], where for
anyv ∈ Vk, πk(v) is the vertex inVk+1 that is closest tov. Defineπ̂k : V0 → Vk+1 asπ̂k(v) = πk◦· · ·π0(v).

Each vertex mapπk induces a well-defined simplicial maphk : Rα(1+ε)k

(Vk) → Rα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1).
Indeed, sinceVk+1 is a 1

2αε2(1 + ε)k−1-net ofVk, for each edgee = {u, v} fromRα(1+ε)k

(Vk), we have

‖πk(u) − πk(v)‖ ≤ ‖u − v‖ + ‖u − π(u)‖ + ‖v − π(v)‖

≤ α(1 + ε)k + αε2(1 + ε)k−1

≤ α(1 + ε)k+1.

Henceπk(u)πk(v) is an edge inRα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1). Since in a Rips complex, higher dimensional sim-
plices are determined by the edges, every simplex{u0, . . . , ud} in Rα(1+ε)k

(Vk) has a well-defined image
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{πk(u0), . . . , πk(ud)} in Rα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1). Hence, eachhk is well-defined providing the filtration:

Rα(V0)
h0−→ Rα(1+ε)(V1) · · ·

hm−1

−→ Rα(1+ε)m

(Vm). (2)

In other words, as the parameterr = α(1 + ε)k increases, we can simply consider the Rips complex
built upon the sparsified data pointsVk. Note that the sequence above is not connected by inclusion maps
and thus classical persistent algorithms cannot be applied directly; while our algorithm from Section 4 can
be used here in a straightforward manner.

Our main observation is that the persistence diagram of the sequence of simplicial maps in (2) approxi-
mates that of the inclusion maps in (1). In particular, we show that the persistence modules induced by these
two sequences interleave in the sense described in [6].

First, we need maps to connect these two sequences. For this, we observe that the vertex map̂πk :
V0 → Vk+1 also induces a simplicial map̂hk : Rα(1+ε)k

(V0) → Rα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1). To establish that this
simplicial map is well-defined, it can be shown that if there is an edge{u, v} in Rα(1+ε)k

(V0), then there is
an edgêπk(u)π̂k(v) in Rα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1).

Claim 6.1 Each triangle in the following diagram commutes at the homology level.

Rα(1+ε)k

(V0)
Â Ä ik //

ĥk

**U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

Rα(1+ε)k+1

(V0)

Rα(1+ε)k

(Vk)
?Â

jk

OO

hk // Rα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1)
?Â

jk+1

OO

Here, the mapsiks andjks are canonical inclusions. The simplicial mapsĥk and hk are induced by the
vertex mapŝπk : V0 → Vk+1 andπk : Vk → Vk+1, respectively, as described before.

Proof: First, we consider the bottom triangle. Note that the vertex mapπ̂k restricted on the set of verticesVk

is the same as the vertex mapπk. (That is, for a vertexu ∈ Vk ⊆ V0, hk(u) = ĥk(u).) Thushk = ĥk ◦ jk.
Hence the bottom triangle commutes both at the simplicial complex level and at the homology level.

Consider the top triangle. We claim that the mapjk+1 ◦ ĥk is contiguous to the inclusionik. Since two
contiguous maps induce the same homomorphisms at the homology level, the top triangle commutes at the
homology level.

This claim can be verified by the definition of contiguous maps. Given a simplexσ ∈ Rα(1+ε)k

(V0),
we wish to show that vertices fromσ ∪ ĥk(σ) span a simplex inRα(1+ε)k+1

(V0). SinceRα(1+ε)k+1

(V0)
is a Rips complex, we only need to show that for any two verticesu andv from σ ∪ ĥk(σ), the edgeuv

has length less thanα(1 + ε)k+1 (and thus inRα(1+ε)k+1

(V0)). If u andv are both fromσ or both from
ĥk(σ), then obviously‖u− v‖ ≤ α(1+ ε)k+1. Otherwise, assume without loss of generality thatv ∈ σ and
u ∈ ĥk(σ) whereu = π̂k(ū) for someū ∈ σ. It then follows that,

‖u − v‖ ≤ ‖u − ū‖ + ‖ū − v‖

≤
αε2

2(1 + ε)

k∑

i=0

(1 + ε)i + α(1 + ε)k < α(1 + ε)k+1.

Therefore, the vertices ofσ ∪ ĥk(σ) span a simplex inRα(1+ε)k+1

(V0).

The above claim implies that the persistence modules induced by sequences (1) and (2) are weakly
log(1 + ε)-interleaved at the log-scale. By Theorem 4.3 of [6], we thus conclude with the following:
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Proposition 6.2 The persistence diagram of the sequence (2) provides a3 log(1 + ε)-approximation of the
persistence diagram of the sequence (1) at the log-scale.

Finally, sinceVk+1 is aδ-net ofVk for δ = αε2

2 (1+ε)k−1, we can show by a standard packing argument

that eachRα(1+ε)k

(Vk) is of size linear inn. See Proposition C.1 in appendix. Note that the persistence
diagram of the simplicial maps in (2) can be computed by our algorithm in Section 4. Putting everything
together, we have the following result.

Theorem 6.3 Given a set ofn pointsV in a metric space with doubling-dimensiond and0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, we
canlog(1+ε)-approximate the persistence diagram of the Rips complex filtration (1) by that of the filtration
(2). Thep-skeleton of each simplicial complex involved in (2) has sizeO((1

ε )O(dp)n).

6.2 Persistence diagram approximation by graph induced complex

We now present an alternative way to construct a sequence of complexes for gradually sparsified or sub-
sampled points. Thegraph induced complex(GIC) proposed in [13] works on a subsample as the sparsified
Rips complex does. However, it contains much fewer simplices in practice. In[13], it was shown how GIC
can be used to estimate the homology of compact sets by investigating the persistence of a single simplicial
map. Here we show how one can build a sequence of GICs to approximate thepersistence diagram of a Rips
filtration. Similar to the case of a sequence of sparsified Rips complexes, simplicial maps occur naturally to
connect these GICs in the sequence.

Definition 6.4 Let G(V ) be a graph with the vertex setV and letν : V → V ′ be a vertex map where
ν(V ) = V ′ ⊆ V is a subset of vertices. The graph induced complexG(V, V ′, ν) := G(G(V ), V ′, ν) is
defined as the simplicial complex where ak-simplexσ = {v′1, v

′
2, . . . , v

′
k+1} is in G(V, V ′, ν) if and only if

there exists a(k + 1)-clique{v1, v2, . . . , vk+1} ⊆ V so thatν(vi) = v′i for eachi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1}. To
see that it is indeed a simplicial complex, observe that a subset of a cliqueis also a clique. LetG(V ) be
called the base-graph forG(V, V ′, ν).

Intuitively, the vertex mapν maps a cluster of vertices fromV to a single vertexv′ ∈ V ′, and these vertices
constitute the “Voronoi cell” of the sitev′. The GICG(V, V ′, ν) is somewhat the combinatorial dual of
such a Voronoi diagram. In our case the base graphG(V ) is the1-skeleton of the Rips complexRr(V0)
and the vertex mapν is the mapπ̂k : V0 → Vk+1 as defined in the last section. DenoteGr(V0, Vk) :=
G(V0, Vk, π̂k−1) constructed using the 1-skeleton ofRr(V0) as the base-graph. It is easy to show that by the
definition of π̂k and construction ofVks, the vertex mapπk : Vk → Vk+1 induces a well-defined simplicial
mapfk : Gα(1+ε)k−1

(V0, Vk) −→ Gα(1+ε)k

(V0, Vk+1), giving rise to the following sequence:

Gα(V0, V1)
f1
−→ Gα(1+ε)(V0, V2)

f2
−→ Gα(1+ε)2(V0, V3) · · ·

fm−1

−→ Gα(1+ε)m−1

(V0, Vm).
(3)

We prove that the persistence diagram of the above filtration induced by simplicial mapsfk’s has the same
approximation factor to the persistence of diagram of the filtration (1) as thatof the filtration (2). Thus, we
have:

Theorem 6.5 Given a set ofn pointsV in a metric space with doubling-dimensiond and0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, we
can 3 log(1+ε)

2 -approximate the persistence diagram of the Rips complex filtration (1) by that of the filtration
(3). Thep-skeleton of each simplicial complex involved in (3) has sizeO((1

ε )O(dp)n).
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Proof: In sequence (3),Vk+1 is a δk+1-net ofVk for δk+1 = αε2

2 (1 + ε)k−1 (k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1) as in

the sequence of (2). Now considerπ̂k : V0 → Vk+1. It is immediate that|pπ̂k(p)| ≤ αε2

2(1+ε)

∑k
i=0(1 +

ε)i ≤ αε
2 (1 + ε)k for eachp ∈ V0. In other words,Vk+1 is a αε

2 (1 + ε)k-sample ofV0. Recall the GIC

Gα(1+ε)k

(V0, Vk+1) is constructed based on the1-skeleton ofRα(1+ε)k

(V0) (used as the base-graph). It is
easy to show that̂πk(p) induces a simplicial map̂fk : Rα(1+ε)k

(V0) → Gα(1+ε)k

(V0, Vk+1). To prove
that the persistence diagram of the sequence (1) is approximated by that of the sequence (3), it is sufficient
to show that the sequence (1) interleaves with the sequence (3). The following claim reveals the desired
interleaving property. Its proof is similar to that of the Claim 6.1.

Claim 6.6 Each triangle in the following diagram commutes at the homology level.

Rα(1+ε)k

(V0)
Â Ä ik //

f̂k

++V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Rα(1+ε)k+1

(V0)

Gα(1+ε)k−1

(V0, Vk)
?Â

jk

OO

fk // Gα(1+ε)k

(V0, Vk+1)
?Â

jk+1

OO

Here, the mapsiks andjks are canonical inclusions. The simplicial map̂fk is induced by the vertex map
π̂k : V0 → Vk+1, and the simplicial mapfk = f̂k ◦ jk.

Note that for every edgeuv in Gα(1+ε)k

(V0, Vk+1), there is an edgeab in Rα(1 + ε)k(V0) such that
π̂k(a) = u andπ̂k(b) = v. SinceVk+1 is a αε

2 (1 + ε)k-sample ofV0, one has that

|uv| ≤ |ua| + |vb| + |ab| ≤ αε(1 + ε)k + α(1 + ε)k = α(1 + ε)k+1.

Therefore, the 1-skeleton of the graph induced complexGα(1+ε)k

(V0, Vk+1) is a subcomplex of the1-
skeleton ofRα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1). Consequently,Gα(1+ε)k

(V0, Vk+1) is a subcomplex ofRα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1)
which is the maximal simplicial complex containing its1-skeleton. This observation implies that the se-
quence (3) has smaller size compared to the sequence (2). Furthermore,although the asymptotic space
complexity of each GIC is the same as that of the sparsified Rips complex, in practice, the size of GICs can
be far smaller; see [13]. However, the construction of each GIC is more expensive, as one needs to compute
eachGα(1+ε)k

(V0, Vk+1) from the Rips complexRα(1+ε)k

(V0) built on the original vertex setV0, instead
of the vertex set from the previous complexGα(1+ε)k−1

(V0, Vk). Hence there is a trade-off of space versus
time for the approaches given in Section 6.1.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied algorithms to compute the persistence diagram of a (monotone) filtration connected
by simplicial maps efficiently. As discussed in [17], the algorithm based on thecohomology view in [16]
has a good practical performance for the case of computing inclusion-induced non-zigzag persistence. Our
annotation-based algorithm extends such a view of maintaining an appropriate cohomology basis to the case
of vertex collapses. This allows us to compute the persistence diagram for afiltration connected by simplicial
maps directly and efficiently. Clearly, the coning approach in Section 2.3 alsoworks with coefficients
in any finite field. It is not so obvious for the collapse based algorithm in Section 4. Contrary to our
earlier conclusion in the conference version of this paper, we have found out that this algorithm works
with coefficients in any finite field as well. The case for inclusions has already been described in [2]. It
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remains to consider the annotation transfers. LetZp be the finite field we are working with. Orientations
of the simplices need to be considered now. Suppose that we are transferring the annotation of a vanishing
(oriented) simplexσ to another (oriented) simplexσ′ whose boundaries share the mirror simplexτ of one
lower dimension. First, we add(p − aσ[i]) mod p to aσ[i] for eachith element which rendersaσ to
be 0. If σ′ andσ induce opposite orientations onτ , seta′σ[i] := (a′σ[i] + aσ[i]) mod p, otherwise set
a
′
σ[i] := (p − (aσ[i] + a

′
σ[i]))/ mod p. After these annotation updates, two mirror simplices that are to be

identified have equal annotations when they are considered with orientations that induce the same orientation
on their common boundary simplex.

We believe that, as the scope of topological data analysis continues to broaden, further applications
based on simplicial maps will arise. Currently, an efficient implementation of the persistence algorithm
taking advantage of the compressed representation of annotations has been reported in [2]. We have also
developed an efficient implementation of the persistence algorithms for simplicial maps in the same vein.
The software namedSimpPers is available from authors’ web-pages.
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A Missing proof from Section 2

Proof of Proposition 2.5.Consider the surjective simplicial mapf ′ : K → f(K) defined asf ′(σ) = f(σ)
for anyσ ∈ K. Writing V = V (K) andV ′ = V (K ′), we havef ′

V = fV . The simplicial mapf : K → K ′

is a compositioni ◦ f ′, wherei : f(K) →֒ K ′ is the canonical inclusionf(K) ⊆ K ′. Obviously, the
inclusioni can be easily decomposed into a sequence of elementary inclusions. We nowshow thatf ′ can
be decomposed into a sequence of elementary collapses.
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Let A := {v ∈ V ′ | |fV
−1(v)| > 1}. HencefV maps injectively ontoV ′ \ A. Order vertices inA

arbitrarily as{v1, . . . , vk}, k = |A|, and letAi denotefV
−1(vi). We now definefi andKi in increasing

order ofi. For the base case, setK0 = K. For anyi > 0, consider the vertex mapfAi
which is the injective

map onV (Ki−1) \ Ai, but mapsAi to vi. We setfi to be the simplicial map induced by this vertex map
fAi

, and setKi := fi(Ki−1). By construction,fi is a surjective simplicial map.
It is easy to see that the vertex mapfAk

◦ · · · ◦ fA1
equalsfV. Hence, the induced simplicial map

fk ◦ · · · ◦ f1 : K → Kk equalsf ′ : K → f(K). Furthermore, eachfi can be decomposed into a sequence
of elementary collapses, each induced by a vertex map that maps only two vertices fromAi to vi.

Proposition A.1 The simplicial mapsi′ ◦ f andi are contiguous.

Proof: By definition of contiguous maps, we need to show that for any simplexσ ∈ K, i(σ)∪ i′ ◦ f(σ) is a
simplex inK̂. Note thati(σ) = σ.

First assume that the simplexσ is not inSt v. Sincef is an elementary collapse, we havef(σ) = σ and
i′ ◦ f(σ) = σ. Hence,i(σ) ∪ (i′ ◦ f)(σ) equalsσ which is also a simplex in̂K.

Now assume thatσ ∈ St v, andσ = {u0, . . . , ud} ∪ {v}. Sincef(v) = u, f(σ) = {u0, . . . , ud} ∪ {u},
and so is(i′ ◦ f)(σ). Hence the union ofi(σ) and(i′ ◦ f)(σ) is B := {u0, . . . , ud} ∪ {u, u}, which is the
simplexσ ∪ {u}. On the other hand, by construction ofK̂, the simplexσ ∪ {u} is necessarily in̂K. Hence
i(σ) ∪ (i′ ◦ f)(σ) is a simplex inK̂ in this case too. Hence the mapsi andi′ ◦ f are contiguous.

Proposition A.2 i′∗ : H∗(K
′) → H∗(K̂) is an isomorphism.

Proof: Consider the projection mapπ : K̂ → K ′ induced by the vertex map

π(p) =

{
u if p = v

p otherwise.

Let idK̂ denote the identity map on̂K. We show that: (i)π is an elementary collapse, and (ii) the composition
i′ ◦ π and idK̂ are contiguous. It is easy to see thatπ ◦ i′ is idK′ . Then, i′ is a (simplicial) homotopy
equivalence and hencei′∗ is an isomorphism.

Specifically, consider an arbitrary simplexσ ∈ K̂. Let X̂ = St {u, v} be the star of{u, v} in K̂. If
σ /∈ X̂, then by the construction of̂K, σ ∈ K ′. In other words,π(σ) = σ indeed exists inK ′ in this case.
Furthermore,i′ ◦ π(σ) = σ and thus(i′ ◦ π)(σ) ∪ idK̂(σ) = σ ∈ K̂.

Now consider the caseσ ∈ X̂, and assume thatσ = {u0, . . . , ud} ∪ A with A ⊆ {u, v}. To show that
π is well defined, we need to show thatπ(σ) = {u0, . . . , ud, u}, is indeed a simplex inK ′.

(i) If u /∈ A, then by the construction of̂K, σ has a pre-image inK under the inclusioni : K → K̂.
Henceσ must also be a simplex inK, and under the mapf , it is mapped to the simplex{u0, . . . , ud, u} in
K ′. As such,π(σ) exists inK ′ in this case. (ii) Ifu ∈ A, then the simplexσ′′ = {u0, . . . , ud} ∪ (A \ {u})
must exist in the closed starSt K{u, v} of {u, v} in K. HenceK contains a simplexσ′′ ∪ {x} with x being
eitheru or v. Under the mapf , the image ofσ′′ ∪ {x} in K ′ is {u0, . . . , ud, u}, henceπ(σ) is well-defined
in K ′ in this case too.

Furthermore, in both (i) and (ii) above,(i′ ◦ π)(σ) = π(σ), andπ(σ) is a face of the simplexσ. Hence
(i′ ◦ π)(σ) ∪ idK̂(σ) = σ ∈ K̂. Putting everything together, we have thati′ ◦ π and the identity mapidK̂
are contiguous.

B Missing Details from Section 5

Proof of Proposition 5.1 Let ai
z denote the annotation of a cyclez in Ki.
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Case (i) of elementary inclusion: Fork 6= p, anyk-cycle inKi+1 was ak-cycle inKi and the annotations
for k-simplices are not altered fork 6= p. So, a valid annotation ofKi for k 6= p remains so after inclusion
of a p-simplexσ. Now consider twop-cyclesz andz′ in Ki+1. We need to show thatai+1

z = a
i+1
z′ if and

only if [z] = [z′].
Let [z] = [z′]. If z does not includeσ, neither doesz′ and hence both exist inKi. In this case

a
i+1
z = [ai

z, 0] = [ai
z′ , 0] = a

i+1
z′

since allp-simplices other thanσ gets the same zero element appended to their annotations while going from
Ki to Ki+1. Now consider the case wherez includesσ. Then,z′ also includesσ. There is ap+1-chain, say
D, so that∂D = z + z′. It follows that∂D = (z + σ) + (z′ + σ). Thep-chainsc = z + σ andc′ = z′ + σ
do not includeσ since it gets canceled underZ2-additions. Thep-cyclec + c′ = ∂D is identity inHp(Ki)
being a boundary. Therefore, its annotation is zero inKi giving thatac = ac′ in Ki and hence inKi+1. It
follows thatz = c + σ andz′ = c′ + σ have identical annotations inKi+1.

Now suppose that[z] 6= [z′]. If none ofz andz′ includeσ, they exist inKi and by the same logic as
above inherit the same annotations fromKi which cannot be identical becauseKi’s annotation is valid. If
exactly one ofz andz′ includesσ, the annotation of one inKi+1 will have the last element1 and that of the
other will have0. Thus, they will not be identical. Consider the remaining case where bothz andz′ include
σ. Consider the cyclez+z′ which cannot includeσ because ofZ2-additions. Then, the cyclez+z′ exists in
Ki and cannot be in the class[0] because otherwise[z + z′] will remain identity inHp(Ki+1) contradicting
[z] 6= [z′] in Ki+1. Since[z + z′] 6= [0] in Hp(Ki), one hasai

z 6= a
i
z′ . It follows that

a
i+1
z = [ai

z, 1] 6= [ai
z′ , 1] = a

i+1
z′ .

Case (ii) of elementary inclusion: The only annotations altered are for dimensionsp andp−1. In dimension
p the only change is the addition ofσ along with its zero annotation. In this case,σ cannot participate in
any p-cycle in Ki+1 because otherwise∂σ should have zero annotation inKi. Therefore, annotation for
dimensionp remains valid inKi+1. So, we focus on dimensionp − 1.

Let z andz′ be two(p − 1)-cycles with[z] = [z′] in Ki+1. Observe that bothz andz′ are also(p − 1)-
cycles inKi. Recall thata∂σ has been added to all(p − 1)-simplices withuth element equal to1. Hence,
theuth element of any(p − 1)-cycle is exactly equal to the parity of the number of(p − 1)-simplices in it
with uth element equal to1. If [z] = [z′] in Ki, we haveai

z = a
i
z′ . In particular, theuth element ofai

z and
a
i
z′ are the same implying thata∂σ has been added with the same parity toa

i
z anda

i
z′ .

Therefore,ai+1
z = a

i+1
z′ . Consider the other case when[z] 6= [z′] in Ki. Then, there must be ap-chain

D in Ki such that∂(D + σ) = z + z′ in Ki+1. We get∂D = z + z′ + ∂σ and hencez + z′ + ∂σ = 0 in
Ki. So, the annotation of the cyclez + z′ + ∂σ is zero inKi. Sinceuth element ofai

∂σ is 1, it must be true
thatai

z anda
i
z′ differ in theuth element which means

a
i+1
z + a

i+1
z′ = a

i
z + a

i
z′ + a

i
∂σ = 0.

Now suppose that[z] 6= [z′] in Ki+1. Clearly,[z] 6= [z′] even inKi implying a
i
z 6= a

i
z′ . If uth elements

of a
i
z anda

i
z′ are the same, we will have

a
i+1
z = a

i
z + a

i
∂σ 6= a

i
z′ + a

i
∂σ = a

i+1
z′

proving the required. So, assume thatuth elements ofai
z anda

i
z′ are different. Without loss of generality,

assume thatuth element ofai
z is 1 and that ofai

z′ is 0. We claim thatai
z + a

i
∂σ 6= a

i
z′ . Suppose not. Then, by

definition of annotation,[z + ∂σ] = [z′] in Ki. Since[∂σ] = [0] in Ki+1, we have[z + ∂σ] = [z] = [z′] in
Ki+1 reaching a contradiction that[z] 6= [z′] in Ki+1. Therefore, we haveai+1

z 6= a
i+1
z′ because

a
i+1
z = a

i
z + a

i
∂σ 6= a

i
z′ = a

i+1
z′ .
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Case for elementary collapse: We already know thatfi in this case is a composition of an inclusioni : Ki →֒
K̂i and a collapsef ′

i : K̂i → Ki+1. Since we have argued already that our updates under inclusions
maintain valid annotations, we only show that the collapse underf ′

i also does so.
Recall thatf ′

i is implemented with an annotation transfer followed by the actual collapse. Letσ be a
p-simplex where our algorithm adds its annotation to all otherp-simplices containing a simplexτ that is a
(p − 1)-face ofσ adjoiningu. Adding aσ to all cofaces ofτ of codimension1 creates a new annotation
which is still valid forKi by Proposition 4.4. At the end of all annotation transfers for allσ, we have a valid
annotation forKi with the same cohomology basis such that all vanishing simplices have zero annotation,
and each pair of mirror simplices have the same annotation.

Observe that, under the collapsêKi
f ′

i→ Ki+1, the set of vanishing simplices are exactly those simplices
σ for which f ′

i(σ) has a lower dimension thanσ. A pair of mirror simplicesτ andτ ′ are those that satisfy
thatf ′

i(τ) = f ′
i(τ

′) (i.e, the simplexτ ′ containingv coincides with its mirror partnerτ containingu). Hence
after the collapse, iff ′

i(σ) is ap-simplex for anyp-simplexσ ∈ K̂i, we haveaσ = af ′
i(σ) by construction.

We can now finish the argument that this induced annotation forKi+1 is valid.
Let z andz′ be any twop-cycles inKi+1. Let w andw′ be twop-cycles inK̂i so thatf ′

i(w) = z and
f ′

i(w
′) = z′. Then,[w] = [w′] if and only if [z] = [z′] sincef ′

i∗
: Hp(Ki) → Hp(Ki+1) is an isomor-

phism (Proposition 4.2). With the modified annotation ofK̂i we haveai
w = a

i
w′ if and only if [w] = [w′].

Therefore,[z] = [z′] in Ki+1 if and only if a
i
w = a

i
w′ . The only simplices wherez andw differ are either

vanishing simplices or mirror simplices. In the first case, the annotation is zeroand in the second case the
annotations are the same. So,a

i
w = a

i+1
z . Similarly,ai

w′ = a
i+1
z′ . Therefore,az = az′ if and only if [z] = [z′]

in Ki+1. This proves that the annotation forKi+1 is valid.

Proof of Case (ii) of Proposition 5.2. In this case, a(p − 1)-cycle is killed as we addσ, so in the reverse
direction a cocycle is created. As before, assume that[z1], . . . , [zg] be a homology basis forHp−1(K). By
assumption, theuth element in the annotation has been zeroed out. Letφ be the cocycle given byf andφ′

i

wherei ∈ {1, . . . , u − 1}. Then, as before we get

[φ(z1), . . . , φ(zg)] = [φ′
i(f#(z1), . . . , φ

′
i(f#(zg))]

= [φ′
i(z1), . . . , φ

′
i(zg)]

Consider any entryφ′
i(zj) in the last vector. Ifφi(zj) hasuth element0, then we must haveφ′

i(zj) = φi(zj).
This is because, in that case,zj has even number of simplices whose annotations haveuth element1. Then,
according to the update algorithm the annotationa∂σ is added to the simplices inzj only even number of
times in total maintainingφ′

i(zj) = φi(zj).
If φi(zj) hasuth element1, we consider the cyclezj+∂σ and observe that[zj+∂σ] = [zj ] in Hp−1(K

′).
Then,φ′

i(zj) = φ′
i(zj +∂σ) sinceφ′

i is derived from a valid annotation forK ′. The cyclezj has odd number
of simplices whose annotations haveuth element1 asφi(zj) hasuth element1. So,a∂σ has been added odd
number of times toazj

and hence even number of times toazj+∂σ. This implies thatφ′
i(zj + ∂σ) = φi(zj)

which leads toφ′
i(zj) = φi(zj). This immediately gives[φ(z1), . . . , φ(zg)] = [φ′

i(z1), . . . , φ
′
i(zg)] which

we are required to prove.

C The Size ofRα(1+ε)k

(Vk)

We argue that we can construct everyVk in such way that eachRα(1+ε)k

(Vk) is of size linear inn. We
computeVk+1 such that it is aδ-net ofVk for δ = αε2

2 (1+ε)k−1 by the following standard greedy approach:
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Let D(·, ·) denote the metric on the set of input pointsP (and thusVks). Starting withVk+1 = ∅, pick an
arbitrary vertex fromVk and add it toVk+1. In the ith round, there are alreadyi points in Vk+1. We
identify the pointu from Vk whose minimum distance to points inVk+1 is the largest. We stop when either
D(u, Vk+1) ≤ δ or Vk+1 = Vk. By construction, when this process terminates, any point inVk is within δ
distance to some point inVk+1, and no two points inVk+1 are withinδ distance. A näıve implementation of
the above procedure takesO(n2) time. One can also compute theδ-netVk+1 more efficiently inO(n log n)
time (see, e.g, [22]). However, we remark that this step does not form a bottleneck in the time complexity
as computing persistence diagrams takes time cubic in the number of simplices.

Proposition C.1 Suppose the set of input pointsV are from a metric space with doubling dimensiond. For
Vks constructed as described above, the number ofp-simplices inRα(1+ε)k+1

(Vk+1) is O((1
ε )O(dp) · n) for

0 ≤ ε ≤ 1.

Proof: For simplicity, setr := α(1+ε)k+1; note thatδ = ε2

2(1+ε)2
r. We first prove that there areO((1

ε )O(d))
number of edges for each vertex inVk+1. Specifically, consider a nodeu ∈ Vk+1: it will be connected to
all other vertices inVk+1 that are within distancer to u. SinceVk+1 is a δ-net ofVk, every node inVk+1

has a ball centered at it with radiusδ/2 that is empty of other points inVk+1. Since the points are from a

metric space with doubling dimensiond, we can pack onlyO(( r
δ/2)d) = O((4(1+ε)2

ε2 )d) = O(( 4
ε2 )d) (for

0 ≤ ε ≤ 1) number of balls of radiusδ/2 in a ball of radiusr. This means that there are onlyO((1
ε )2d)

number of edges containingu, where the big-O notation hides terms exponential ind. It then follows that
the number ofp-simplices containingu is O((1

ε )2dp). Since there are|Vk+1| ≤ n number of vertices in
Vk+1, the total number ofp-simplices is bounded byO((1

ε )O(dp)n) as claimed.
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